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ACCOLADES AND ACHIEVEMENTS
INTERSCHOOL COMPETITION
Our school participated and won 3rd prize in an interschool competitionVANIJYA 2018 held at New Era Public School, Mayapuri, New Delhi. Around 30
schools from Delhi NCR had participated in the same. The competition was
called ‘Innovate or Die’ in which students were given a particular industry on
the spot from which they had to offer any product or service and present the
same to the judges within 30 minutes. The students participated from class XII
are Deshna Jain, Khushi Garg, Pranjal Bhadauria, Chhavi Yadav.

Let’s Celebrate Success!

VISUAL ARTS COMPETITION- KALA UTSAV
Kala Utsav is an initiative of the Ministry of Human
Resource Development (MHRD) under Rashtriya
Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan, to promote arts in education
by nurturing and showcasing the artistic talent of school
students at the secondary stage in the country. Under the
Kala Utsav, SCERT organized a Visual Arts Competition at
District Level. The team from our school bagged first prize. The participants were Bhavika
Sharma, Aanya Khola, Ayush Dudeja from class X and Muskan Verma from class IX.In the
second round for Block Level competition held at Government School, Sec 4, our students
made us proud by bagging First Prize again. In the next round i.e the State Level
Competition, Bhavika Sharma (X) and Ashish Dudeja (X) brought laurel to school by winning
Second and Third Position respectively.

The winners are being felicitated

CBSE NATIONAL AEROBICS CHAMPIONSHIP
Our students Participated in CBSE National Aerobics Championship organized at Salwan
Public School, Gurugram from 21st to 24th November 2018.Over 67 schools with around
700 students taking part in the event, for a riveting competition. The Team from our school
won Bronze Medal in UNDER -11 (FITNESS AEROBICS) event.
The Participants are:
1. Nimishaditi Yadav
2.Arshia Vashisth
3.Hiral Sheoran
4.Saanvi Nayak
5.Siddhika Tripathi
6.Navya Aggarwal
7.Parmeet Kaur

Proud Moment for winners

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS
DIWALI CELEBRATION
From darkness to the light that empowers us to commit ourselves to good deeds, which
brings us closer to divinity; lights illuminate every corner of India during Diwali and the scent
of incense sticks hang in the air, mingled with the sounds of fire-crackers, joy, togetherness
and hope. The students have celebrated Diwali by decorating their classes and prepared
different craft items, which were taken by the students as take aways. Students were shown
videos on why do we celebrate Diwali and they were encouraged to celebrate pollution free
Diwali. Inter- House Rangoli Competition was conducted as a part of Diwali Celebrations.
The rangolis were colourful and beautiful. The students showed great involvement and
worked as a team to draw rangolis.

Diwali Celebrations

GRANDPARENTS DAY CELEBRATIONS
Grandparents do not only inculcate good habits and moral values in the kids but they also
become their buddies when it comes to having unlimited fun. While the parents also try to
provide all that they can, give their child for the all-round development, their growth is
incomplete without their grandparents. So to mark the special occasion, Grandparent’s Day
was celebrated in the school on November 03, 2018. Beautiful Ramayana presentation
followed by a mesmerized dance on ‘Hanuman Chalisa’ was depicted by the little
Salwanians, which made the grandparents proud. There were lots of other fun filled activities
planned for them. It was indeed a memorable day for all the grandparents.

Glimpses of Grandparents Day Celebrations

CHILDREN’S DAY CELEBRATIONS
Children's Day was celebrated with great zeal and vigour in the school for the children on
14th November, 2018. A special assembly was conducted which had a series of entertaining,
fun filled and motivational activities. Teachers presented a solo song, a special medley and a
group song to entertain the children. A motivational talk by a teacher was also held to
motivate the children followed by an enthralling performance of playing mouth organ by
another teacher. The programme came to an end by the address of Director Sir and
Principal ma'am of school to the gathering and then the students were set free to unleash
themselves on the beats of dhol.

Glimpses of Children’s Day Celebrations

CBSE NATIONAL AEROBICS CHAMPIONSHIP 2018

CBSE National Aerobics Championship was organized at Salwan Public School, Gurugram
from 21st to 24th November 2018. The four - day championship would not have been
complete without a distinctively marked opening ceremony to activate the tournament to
swing into action, on November 21, 2018. The opening ceremony conveyed the powerful
message of ‘oneness of India’. Surrounded by hundreds of budding sports enthusiasts who
are the future of the sports community and the coaches who guide them along their way,
the atmosphere was filled with vigour, vitality and zeal to excel.A warm welcome was
extended to the Guest of Honour, dignitaries, participants and teachers. Principal, Ms.
Rashmi Malik, addressed the gathering followed by, The Guest of Honour, Mr. Abhishek
Verma, declaring the CBSE National Aerobics Championship open along with releasing of
balloons.The school flag was hoisted with the choir rendering a melodious song ‘ Khel
Khelna Khiladi’, capturing the spirit of sportsmanship , at the background. The ceremony
also witnessed CBSE Flag hoisting and March Past by all the athletes of the CBSE National
Aerobics Championship, 2018. A wide array of events including Invocation through Yoga,
Demo of Aerobics, Colours of Happiness Drill, Kaleidoscope-a combination of Dance and
Drills mesmerized everyone and the school campus reverberated with enthusiastic cheers
from the spectators.
Following the gamut of events, the sports arena which was going to be the centre of action
in the coming days was inaugurated. The stage has been set for what promises to be four

days of spirited, engaging, competitive and enriching learning experience for all.The 4 days
tournament brought together children from over 67 schools with around 700 students
taking part in the event, for a riveting competition.For a sports person, sports are the
epitome of hard work work and dedication. To get to the pinnacle of their sport, even the
most naturally gifted athletes have to give it their all.Sports are about those incredible
moments where sheer human will and desire overcomes the odds. Here are the moments
we remember.Sports is about having fun, being physically active. The joy of achieving the
pinnacle of success, the despair of losing out on the gold medal or a world record by a
fraction of a second―sports is indeed a field that is full of excitement.
“Sport has the power to change the world. It has the power to inspire, it has the power to
unite people in a way that little else does. It speaks to youth in a language they understand.
Sport can create hope, where once there was only despair’. - Nelson Mandela
The National Aerobics Championship, a time filled with positive energy and sportsmanship,
an event which helped students to not only focus on their emotional health, but also their
physical well-being, came to an end with a spectacular Closing Ceremony on 24th
November. The dignitaries present on the occasion included The Guest of Honour, Dr Dinesh
Shastri, District Education Officer, Gurugram, CBSE observer Mr Sanjay Singh, MC members
of Salwan Education Trust, Principals of SET schools and parents. The programme
commenced with an invocation song by the school choir. This was followed by a welcome
and inaugural speech by The Principal, Ms. Rashmi Malik who extended a warm welcome to
all the dignitaries. Her inspiring speech set the tone for the day. She proudly announced
achievement of young Salwanians during the ongoing tournament. She further
congratulated the winners and the participants both for their achievements and spirit of
involvement not withstanding win or loss.
A stunning display of technical finesse and agility in yoga, by one of the participants of
championship S. Vaishnavi and a demo of aerobics by Salwanians that followed generated a
thunderous applause from the audience. The students of Salwan expressed their
exuberance through their enthralling performance ‘Kelidescope – A combination of Dance
and Drill’. The Guest of Honour, Mr Dr Dinesh Shastri felicitated the judges and expressed
his gratitude to them for giving their valuable time to the event and ensuring that the
competition is conducted in a safe and fair manner. The most anticipated function of the
day the Award Ceremony wherein the anxious winners proudly walked up to the Dias to
receive the trophies and certificates while their fellows cheered them.
Mr Sanjay Singh, CBSE observer in his address congratulated all the winners and appreciated
SPS Gurgaon for hosting the National Aerobics Championship. He thanked the School
Director, Principal and staff for the meticulous planning and execution of the events.
He officially declared the championship closed by lowering the CBSE Flag and thus the
National Aerobics Championship came to an end.

FINAL RESULTS
MALE UNDER- 11 (SPORTS AEROBICS)
SCHOOL NAME
THE MILLENNUIM SCHOOL
ST. JOSEPHS CONVENT SR SEC SCHOOL,
MAHARASHTRA
BANYAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, JAMMU
VIDYASAGAR SCHOOL

STUDENT NAME
SHREY CHOUDHARY
UTKARSH MANOJ SONAR

POSITION
1
2

ARYAN ANGOTRA
SHUBHAM MEDA

3
3

MALE UNDER- 14 (SPORTS AEROBICS)
SCHOOL NAME
PODAR INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, SATARA
DHRUV ACADEMY, SANGAMNER
BANYAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, JAMMU
THE MILLENNIUM SCHOOL

STUDENT NAME
YASHRAJ
ARAV SACHIN PALOD
MANHARPREET SINGH
NAVYA TULI

POSITION
1
2
3
3

MALE UNDER- 19 (SPORTS AEROBICS)
SCHOOL NAME
BANYAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, JAMMU
KHELGAON PUBLIC SCHOOL, ALLAHABAD
THE MILLENNIUM SCHOOL, AMRITSAR
DHRUV ACADEMY, SANGAMNER

STUDENT NAME
GOURAV CHETTRI
ANIRUDH SINGH
PRANAY KAPOOR
SIDDHANT ASHOK SATPUTE

POSITION
1
2
3
3

FEMALE UNDER- 11 (SPORTS AEROBICS)
SCHOOL NAME
ST. JOSEPHS CONVENT SR SEC SCHOOL,
MAHARASHTRA
ORION ENGLISH MED. SCHOOL
VIDYASAGAR SCHOOL (INDORE)
SYMBIOSIS SCHOOL, (NASHIK)

STUDENT NAME
ANUSHKA JAYANT
CHAUDHARI
SACHI VISHAL INGLE
APOORVA SINGH
AANANDI SAWAI

POSITION
1
2
3
3

FEMALES UNDER- 14 (SPORTS AEROBICS)
SCHOOL NAME
ORION ENGLISH MED. SCHOOL
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA IIT, POWAI, MUMBAI
CITY INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, PUNE
PODAR INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, SATARA

STUDENT NAME
SHRAVANI GANESH KADAM
SHRUTI SAWANT
VASUNDHARA DIXIT
SHREYA RAHUL PATIL

POSITION
1
2
3
3

FEMALES UNDER- 19 (SPORTS AEROBICS)
SCHOOL NAME
KHELGAON PUBLIC SCHOOL, ALLAHABAD
SRI AUROBINDO MEMORIAL SCHOOL,
BANGALORE
AMITY INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, SEC-46,
GURUGRAM
THE MILLENNIUM SCHOOL

STUDENT NAME
PAYAL SINGH
VISHISHTA KIRAN

POSITION
1
2

RIYA MALHOTRA

3

RHYTHAMPREET KAUR

3

STUDENT NAME
1.APOORVA SINGH
2.NAINA JAIN
3.AVANI PAL
4.SAMRIDDHI SHARMA
5.ISHIKA YADAV
6.AYONI SHARMA
7.PURVI JAIN
8.AASHITA CHOUDHARY
1.MEENAKSHI SHARMA
2.AMISHA BHARTI
3.NOOR
4.ALIA
5.KHUSHPREET KAUR
6.BAVNOOR KAUR
1.NIMISHADITI YADAV
2.ARSHIA VASHISTH
3.HIRAL SHEORAN
4.SAANVI NAYAK
5.SIDDHIKA TRIPATHI
6.NAVYA AGGARWAL
7.PARMEET KAUR
1.MANYA
2.SHUKTIKA GUPTA
3.SUPRIYA YADAV
4.ALANKRITA TRIPATHI
5.VARNIKA ARORA
6.AADHYA SAMIR
7.HANSHIKA MONAJ
8.VAIBHAVI MAURYA

POSITION
1

UNDER -11 (FITNESS AEROBICS)
SCHOOL NAME
VIDYASAGAR SCHOOL (INDORE)

SEABA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
(SANGRUR)

SALWAN PUBLIC SCHOOL,
GURUGRAM

SUNBEAM SCHOOL,
LAHARTARA
VARANASI

2

3

3

UNDER- 14 (FITNESS AEROBICS)
SCHOOL NAME
VIDYASAGAR SCHOOL
(INDORE)

STUDENT NAME
1.PAVITRA VAIDYA
2.PARIDHI VAIDYA
3.PUSHTI KHANDELWAL
4.LAVANYA PATIDAR
5.FATIMA TAJPURWALA
6.VAIDEHI SHARMA
7.HIMANSHI CHANDAK
8.RONAK JAIN
LITTLE FLOWER CONVENT 1.JANICE
SCHOOL
2.RAVIA
3.LUPITA KAMAL KALRA
4.DISHA BANSAL
5 MINAL GUPTA
6.SARYA GUPTA
AMITY INTERNATIONAL
1.JIVIN JUNEJA
SCHOOL, SEC 44, NOIDA
2.SANSKAR MISHRA
3.RIDDHI MALIK
4.SAINA CHANDRA
5.MANYA SINGH
6.VEDIKA AGNIHOTRI
ST. MARYS SECONDARY
1.ANKITA GUPTA
SCHOOL, MAYUR
2.ANCHAL BANSAL
VIHAR,DELHI
3.SHRADHA GUPTA
4.DISHA SHARMA
5.FLAVIYA TIGGA
6.NIMI SWATI MINJ
7.NISHTHA SINGH
8.ANUSHA LAKRA

POSITION
1

2

3

3

UNDER- 19 (FITNESS AEROBICS)
SCHOOL NAME
VIDYASAGAR SCHOOL
(INDORE)

STUDENT NAME

1.KANAK JAIN
2.SHAGUN GOKHALE
3.YUKTI CHOUHAN
4.MANYA JAIN
5.DIYA SIDHWANI
6.RASHI CHOUKADE
7.KHUSHI AGRAWAL
8.MEETA KAPANI
KHELGAON PUBLIC SCHOOL 1.HANSIKA SINGH
(ALLAHABAD)
2.EKTA SINGH
3.ADITI SINGH
4.PAYAL SINGH
5.KARNIKA SINGH
6.MAHI SRIVASTAVA
7.VAISHNAVI GUPTA
8.KHUSHI TIWARI
DAV PUBLIC
1. SANYA SHARMA
SCHOOL,PUSHPANJALI,DELHI 2.TANISHQ SHARMA
3. RAYANA DAS
4. KAMINI SINGH
5. HARSHI SAINI
6.ONSHI SHARMA
7.KANCHI KAPOOR
8. SUHANI DANGRI
AMITY INTERNATIONAL
1.SUYASHI SINGH
SCHOOL,SEC-44,NOIDA
2.DEVASHI SABHARWAL
3.AADHYA GOEL
4.ANANYA SINGH
5.MITALI CHANDRA
6.SAANIKA BANGA

POSITION
1

2

3

3

Glimpses of CBSE National Aerobics Championship

PURPLE COLOUR DAY
On November 13, 2018, the tiny tots of classes Pre-Nursery to
K.G came dressed in purple colour dress and brought their
objects to share their liking with class mates.

Catching Colours

GURUPURAB CELEBRATIONS
“Hukmee hukam chalaa-ay raahu. naanak vigsai vayparvaahu.”

He created the world, with its various colors, species of beings, and the variety of Maya.
Festivals are occasion to bring different cultures together and to inculcate the feeling of
respect among different religions. The students of classes Classes 1 & 2 celebrated
‘Gurpurab’ in school. A special assembly was conducted . The students presented a poem,
‘Prabhat Feri’. A short story on Gurpurab was narrated by a child from KG class. Class
teachers did ‘Ardas’ for the school and students, then ‘Kada Prasad’ was distributed in
classes. It was an assembly which created a whole ambience of Gurpurab and everyone
enjoyed its purity.

A Special Assembly on Gurpurab

VISIT TO GURUDWARA
The students of classes Pre Nursery to II on the occasion of the Children’s Day
were taken to the Gurudwara. This visit also marked the coming of the
‘Gurupurv’. Students enjoyed their visit to the Gurudwara.

Holy Visit

COMMUNITY SERVICE
FOOD DISTRIBUTION
The students from food production as a part of the Community Service Club in
collaboration with Robin Hood Army, visited Sector 14 and distributed
nutritious vegetable ‘khichdi’ among the street children. Our students also
spent time interacting with them to know more about the lives on streets. It
was an overwhelming experience for our children. The objective of the visit
was to impart the valuable lesson of ‘ sharing and caring’.

Joy of Sharing

FROM STUDENTS’ QUILLS
THE RED MOON
There was once a little grey planet; a very sad planet. The people living there hadn’t look after it,
despite they had all the latest inventions and modern spaceships. They had contaminated their
countryside with rubbish and pollution that there were no plants, no animals, and no forests were
left. One day a little boy, who was walking through the countryside, saw a cave; a strange cave. He
entered into it and astonished to see a live green plant with a withered red flower on it. It looked as
if the flower was about to die; so as the plant. The boy carefully plucked the plant with its roots
intact. He then looked for the safe and healthy place to plant it. He searched the entire planet but
there was no place where the plant could possibly survive. Then he looked up and saw the bright
shining moon. He put on his astronaut suit and entered his private spaceship. He kept the little plant
carefully in the backseat and off to the moon.
Far away from that pollution the boy planted the plant and installed a protected cover around it.
Every day the boy used to visit the place in his spaceship and the growing plant brought him delight
and contentment. The flower of the plant was so well germinated, going birth to others and the
breed survived. Before long the moon was completely covered with flowers. So, whenever the little
boy’s flowers bloomed on the moon, the sheen spread like a red warning light. May be it’s telling us
that if we don’t look after our planet, a day will come when flowers will only be seen on the moon.
ENVO –WORLD
As I got up late night, as I used to, I went out. Everything was barren the school was completely
empty. Everything was silent. I was very scared. Suddenly a sound came “ Shh..Shh…”. I saw some
plants coming towards me. I tried to run away but they caught me. I said “STOP IT!!! ’’. They took me
near a door and we entered into a Envo world. A world of plants, no humans were there. I was
alone.They took me to their head master and he decided to keep me in a cage till I don’t promise
that I will not destroy any plant until they harm me. After few hours I promised them that I won’t
plant life. They said, “Fine, we will leave you to your world again .” The next day I told this to my
friends and we pledge to make environment clean and safe for every being on this earth . We also
took pledge to create environment saviours of our school…

Aayushi Jhamb
Class- VIII

POETIC EXPRESSION
Importance of Trees
Barren dries cries the earth
For in the Wilderness it finds no comfort
Oh! cruel man
To these poor trees you pay no heed
And you chop them down ruthlessly
To fulfil your own selfish needs!
This mother nature is our treasure and gold
Don’t make it a story of past and so old
Carbon! Pollution...! Asthma and other diseases
Are spread worldwide.
But the need of trees and cool breeze
No one has ever realised
So strive to inject into the consciousness
the importance of trees.
Else the day will come
When the charm and prosperity of life will definitely
cease and come to an end.

RANESH CHANDANA
CLASS-IV

ART CORNER

ART CORNER

WORKSHOPS
S.
No.
1

Date

Area

Name of
Teacher
Ms. Asha
Yadav

Details

31/10/18

CoScholastic

2

1/11/2018

Scholastic

Ms. Savita
Upadhyay

TOI NIE Teachers Meet 2018-19 at Radisson
Hotel, Sector-18, Noida

3

3/11/2018

Scholastic

Ms. Annu
Aggarwal

Exhibition at SPS Mayur Vihar New Delhi

4

12/11/2018

Scholastic

Ms. Deepti
Vats Sharma

Green Festival at SPS Rajinder Nagar, New Delhi

5

15/11/18

Scholastic

Ms. Hema
Malini

CBSE Capacity Building Workshop at The Indian
School New Delhi

Workshop "Hack The Classroom" at Amity
Intenational School, Sec.46 Gurugram

COMPETITIONS
S. No. Date

Area

Name of
Teacher
CoMs. Asha
Scholastic Yadav

Level

Details

Inter
School

TCS IT Wiz Inter
School Quiz at Dogra
Hall IIT New Delhi
Vigilance Awareness
Quiz 2018 at Scope
Autditorium, Lodhi
Road, New Delhi
Eco-Achievers Quiz at
CCA School Sec. 4
Gurugram
Visual Art Competition
at Kurukshetra

1

17/11/18

2

1/11/2018

Scholastic Ms. Rashi
Anand

Zonal

3

22/11/18

Scholastic Ms. Aruna
Sharma

Inter
School

4

11-13/11/18 CoMs. Pampa
Scholastic

5

22-26/11/18 Coscholastic

Self
National CBSE National
Participation
Swimming
Championship 2018 at
DPS, Ranchi

6

21-24/11/18 Coscholastic

Sport
Faculty

State

National CBSE National
Aerobics Championship
at Salwan Public School
Gurugram

Prize

2nd
Prize=01,
3rd
Prize=01
2nd in
Breast
Stroke
3rd in
200mts
Breast
Stroke
Bronze
Medal
=01

SCHOOL IN MEDIA

SCHOOL IN MEDIA
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